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Having left the country for a cram school in the city, Hideki Motosuwa has humorous and unusual
experiences with Chi, a "persocom," or miniature android and personal computer.

Reviews of the Chobits, Volume 2 by Clamp
Kizshura
Chobits has an unfortunate reputation for being a pornography, but that isn't the case at all. While
I'd not let younger children read it, it isn't a porno. There's a bit of nudity and dirty jokes at times,
but those moments are fleeting and serve as a bit of cheeky humor. If that isn't your thing, then this
series might not be for you.
The heart of the story lies with the main character Hideki and him learning, or fumbling if you want
to be more accurate, about how to live in the city and student life and the mystery of the beautiful
persocom Chii. Answering the question of where she came from and how she is different from other

persocoms, which are human shaped computers, is what drives the story forward. Chii herself has a
lot of charm and cuteness to her, as well as a naivete that makes each twist and turn of her story all
the more interesting.
With this series CLAMP crated a fascinating world filled to the brim with surprisingly deep
philosophical questions of what it means to truly love someone. I would highly recommend it.
Tantil
This manga was very nice and well worth the price. I was glad to buy them in two omnibus books. I
watched the anime first and loved it. This story was so nicely developed and delivered as a manga.
Well done!
Samulkree
This is a great anime and the manga even better I was glad I had the option of getting the CLAMP
collection books. Their are 2 book in total have 4 book in each so they are VERY BIG when they come
in the mail. They were a lot cheaper then getting each individual book but if you like getting a bunch
of smaller books so it more of a collection and having all the cool covers then this is not for you. But
if you like the story and want them faster then its definitely for you.
Enila
What is there not to like?
Ahieones
I had the first vol. forever and been wanting this one is just what I expected
Manesenci
Chobits is such a great series, and now the have the whole story combined into omnibus 1 and 2.
Yes! I prefer carrying around one book to three. The second half of this series is even better than the
first. It is well worth the read.
deadly claw
Lovely large volume. Daughter loved it! Well wrapped and shipped.
Again, great series! Would highly recommend this! I bought volume 1 and 2 at the same time
because I knew I couldn't wait to read the whole series. Again, only concern is that the spine
wrinkles but it does not harm the book at all. Please buy!
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